Provoked vestibulodynia: current perspectives
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Abstract: Provoked vestibulodynia (PVD) refers to vulvar pain of at least 3 months duration, localized to the vestibule, provoked by touch and sexual activity and occurring in the absence of a clear identifiable cause. The clinical spectrum ranges from mild with distressing discomfort through to severe and disabling pain. Current understanding is that PVD is one of many chronic pain conditions characterized by sensitization of peripheral and central nociceptive pathways, with pain arising due to dysfunctional neuronal activity in the absence of painful stimuli. Pathophysiology is not well understood but is likely a complex interplay of environmental, genetic, psychological and immune factors. Care is multidisciplinary and follows general principles of chronic pain management with the addition of specific therapy tailored to address pelvic floor overactivity, and sexual and relationship difficulties. More recently, the therapeutic use of placebo is gaining traction in chronic pain research and is a very promising adjunctive therapy. The majority of women with PVD are managed outside of tertiary clinic settings, and care depends on availability and affordability of specialized services; however, much can be done by the primary health provider. PVD is common, and highly treatable, especially with early intervention, but unfortunately, many clinicians are unaware of this condition, and the biggest hurdle for women accessing treatment is obtaining a diagnosis. With treatment, most women can expect significant improvement, often with fairly simple interventions, although some women will benefit from referral to specialized centers. The aims of this article are twofold: firstly, to summarize current literature concerning PVD pathophysiology and management; secondly, to provide a framework for clinicians unfamiliar with vulvar medicine to understand and manage PVD.
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Introduction

The International Society for the Study of Vulvovaginal Disease (ISSVD) proposes two categories of persistent vulvar pain: vulvar pain caused by a specific disorder (such as infection or dermatitis) and vulvodynia.1 Vulvodynia is defined as “vulvar pain of at least 3 months duration, without clear identifiable cause, which may have potential associated factors”. This definition makes reference to factors potentially involved in pain pathogenesis and will be discussed later.

Vulvodynia is further classified depending on whether pain is localized (to the vestibule or clitoris) or generalized (to the whole vulva), and whether pain is provoked by touch or occurs spontaneously.1 Provoked pain localized to the vaginal entrance, ie, provoked vestibulodynia (PVD), is the most prevalent subtype of vulvodynia2 and the focus of this article. In contemporary literature, PVD is also referred to as localized provoked vulvodynia or localized provoked vestibulodynia (LPV). Older terms no longer in use are vulvar vestibular syndrome, and vestibulitis or vulvar vestibulitis.

In PVD, pain occurs in the vulvar vestibule, most often triggered by attempted vaginal penetration, be it tampon insertion, sexual activity or speculum examination.
The majority of women continue to have sex; however, in a significant minority, provoked pain is of such severity and is so distressing that they cannot tolerate sexual intercourse. There is often no pain in the absence of touch, although for some women, there can be a background of spontaneous (or unprovoked) discomfort that may be described as an “unpleasant awareness”. Pain is often described as burning or raw, also irritating, itchy, a feeling of pressure or sharp or stabbing or tearing pain. Burning can continue after sexual activity, lasting from minutes to days. Some women experience vulvar dysuria or urethral stinging or urinary frequency immediately after sex. Women may describe a feeling that something is blocking their vagina when they attempt sex. This is usually due to pelvic floor overactivity or spasm, rarely an imperforate hymen.

PVD onset can be primary or secondary depending on whether pain has been present since first sexual activity or tampon use (primary PVD), or after a period of pain-free sex (secondary PVD). The importance of this distinction is that pathophysiology, severity of symptoms and response to treatment may be different. A classification for sexual pain is provided in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5), namely “genito-pelvic pain/penetration disorder”, listed as a sexual dysfunction. Vulvodynia is not mentioned as a differential diagnosis despite it being one of the most common causes of sexual pain. Using the DSM-5 terminology, vulvodynia could be classified as a psychiatric disorder and a sexual dysfunction. This has proved controversial. We believe that to classify vulvar pain as a psychiatric disorder is neither helpful nor informative, and does not lead clinicians to adopt a contemporary evidence-based approach to management.

**Prevalence**

Vulvodynia is common and affects women of all ages. Population-based surveys suggest vulvodynia affects between 6 and 8% of women at any one time, and up to 25% in their lifetime, with most of the pain being provoked. Annual incidence seems to be in the order of 3%. Incidence is higher in young women. There is a second peak of vulvar pain around menopause, in part due to vulvovaginal atrophy but also new-onset or recurrent vulvodynia. Vulvodynia can occur in childhood, but studies are sparse, and in many cases, persistent pain is found to have an underlying cause.

Vulvodynia often remits spontaneously, but relapse is common. In one prospective study that followed 239 women with vulvodynia every 6 months for 2 years, 10% had persistent pain (ie, reported pain at every visit), and 90% experienced remission but about half of these relapsed, often within a short space of time. These are higher rates of remission than previously reported, much of the discrepancy attributed to inconsistent reporting of prior pain once women are pain-free. Pain of longer duration and greater severity is more likely to persist.

New-onset vulvodynia is noted more commonly in women with preceding intermediate vulvar symptoms suggesting an identifiable prodromal phase for some women (intermediate symptoms defined as recent pain with or after intercourse, or characteristic vulvar pain for less than 3 months). Pain with first tampon use is also reported more frequently in women who later develop vulvodynia. Other factors associated with vulvodynia onset include a history of candidiasis, presence of comorbid chronic pain conditions, sleep disturbance and mood disorders.

Access to treatment relies on diagnosis, and unfortunately, this is a major problem with vulvodynia. Survey data reveal that about half of women do not seek medical assistance, and of those that do, only a small number are diagnosed. The low rate of diagnosis is attributed to several factors including practitioner unfamiliarity with this condition, but also because many women do not describe their discomfort as “pain”, but in other terms such as “rawness” or “irritation” as previously discussed.

**Pain neurobiology**

It is helpful if the clinician understands and is able to explain chronic pain theory to a woman diagnosed with PVD. To give a rational explanation of how pain can persist in the absence of infection or trauma helps de-escalate anxiety, which is known to mediate chronic pain.

Pain can be broadly divided into three categories: nociceptive, inflammatory and pathological.  
- Nociceptive (or acute) pain is an early-warning physiological protective response to noxious stimuli.  
- Inflammatory pain is an adaptive physiological response to inflammation with heightened sensitivity that discourages movement and physical contact with the injured area until healing has occurred.  
- Pathological pain is a maladaptive response of an abnormally functioning nervous system, and is of two types:  
  - Neuropathic pain that occurs after a lesion or disease of the nervous system.  
  - Dysfunctional pain that occurs in the absence of a noxious stimulus and no, or minimal, peripheral inflammatory pathology.
PVD is a dysfunctional pain. In earlier literature, PVD has been described as neuropathic pain, but this description is confusing based on contemporary definitions as it implies a neural lesion.

It is thought that chronic pain starts with acute pain. The transition from acute to chronic pain is proposed to involve three interlinked processes: peripheral sensitization, central sensitization and altered descending modulation.

Peripheral sensitization refers to hyperexcitability and lowered sensory threshold of sensory neurons in the periphery, and central sensitization refers to hyperexcitability and increased synaptic efficiency in the central nervous system (CNS). The effects are synergistic and result in lowered sensory thresholds such that non-painful touch becomes painful (allodynia) and painful touch becomes more painful (hyperalgesia). Changes in the dorsal horn lead to wind up (increased perceived pain intensity over time with repeated stimulation), spontaneous pain, afterpain (pain continuing after cessation of stimulus) and expansion of nociceptive fields resulting in secondary hyperalgesia and convergence (spread of pain to adjacent structures). These changes reflect neuroplasticity, a feature of the nervous system whereby neurons can change in structure and function. The result is that the sensation of pain is uncoupled from noxious stimuli and arises instead from innocuous peripheral input, or spontaneously.

Descending modulation (ie, “top-down” facilitation or inhibition of nociception in the spinal cord) can alter the sensory experience. Pain perception can be enhanced or diminished depending on anticipation, attention (and distraction), emotional state, mood, anxiety, coping style, outlook, tendency to catastrophize, learning and memory. This has proved a fruitful area for psychological intervention and underpins placebo effect (which is possibly better described as anticipation of benefit).

Brain imaging has become increasingly important in the study of chronic pain. Few studies have been undertaken in women with PVD, and are summarized by Walitt et al. Central processing of acute pain and chronic pain has been shown to occur in different areas of the brain, despite the pain feeling the same. With the transition of acute to chronic pain, brain activity shifts from the sensory representation areas of the brain to areas more associated with emotion and evaluation. This may in part explain why treatments that work for acute pain do not work well for chronic pain. Central imaging has shown subtle changes in white and gray matter volumes associated with chronic pain, but these changes appear to be reversible with pain reduction.

Neurons do not act in isolation, and accumulating evidence points to involvement of non-neuronal cells in initiation and maintenance of chronic pain. In the skin, a complex interplay between nociceptors, epithelial cells and immune cells is thought to be involved in peripheral sensitization. In the CNS, neurons are closely associated with glial cells, and there is increasing evidence that activation of spinal glia increases synaptic efficiency and pain transmission. Mast cells are also implicated in pain sensitization, both in the peripheral nervous system and the CNS. With better understanding of these complex interactions involved in pain pathogenesis, new therapeutic targets are emerging that hold promise for pain management.

**Potential associated factors and pathophysiology**

In the last few years, several excellent summaries of pathophysiological factors associated with PVD have been published. Much of the literature regarding pathophysiology relates to chronic pain in general, or other chronic pain conditions, and not PVD specifically. We indicate where PVD is discussed.

Chronic pain affects ~20% of the adult population. Central mechanisms appear similar, but site of the pain (the phenotype) varies. While our understanding of chronic pain pathophysiology has advanced, much remains to be understood. No single causative factor for PVD, or chronic pain in general, has been identified, and pathophysiology is likely multifactorial and complex, and differs from person to person. It has been proposed that multiple genetic factors in concert with environmental exposures (such as infection, trauma and psychological stress) enhance pain sensitization and/or psychological distress to increase susceptibility to chronic pain. With greater understanding of the pathophysiology, it may become possible to individualize treatments. Accordingly, we will discuss PVD subtypes in management.

**Genetic factors**

There is mounting evidence of genetic vulnerability in chronic pain, and multiple genetic polymorphisms have been associated with pain sensitivity. The risk for developing chronic pain appears to be moderately heritable. Certain polymorphisms in genes that code for neurotransmitters and their receptors, as well as those coding for inflammatory cytokines and nerve growth factors, have been detected more frequently in people with chronic pain. Most of this work has been conducted in people with migraine, fibromyalgia,
temporomandibular disorders and chronic low back pain. There is little information on genetic polymorphisms in PVD. A search of the Human Pain Genetics Database gives five results for genetic polymorphisms in serotonin and µ-opioid receptor genes that are associated with PVD.

Psychosocial factors
Psychological states influence pain sensitivity, and psychological distress increases the risk for transition of acute to chronic pain. Chronic pain is highly comorbid with anxiety and depression, and visa versa. Premorbid anxiety disorder is 10 times more common and depression three times more common in women with PVD compared with controls. Adverse childhood experiences including abuse, living in fear of abuse and social trauma (bullying, exclusion or lack of support) are also risk factors for chronic pain and PVD.

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a form of severe anxiety, leading to fear–avoidance behaviors. Although best known as affecting combat veterans, the rates of PTSD affecting nonveteran women may be higher, particularly after sexual assault where PTSD has been estimated to affect between 30 and 44% of women. Premorbid PTSD has two to three times higher risk for PVD development. Co-occurrence of PTSD and chronic pain is associated with increased pain levels and pain disability.

Pain catastrophizing deserves a special mention, as it is a well-established risk factor for increased pain perception. Pain catastrophizing is characterized by a sense of helplessness when in pain, anxious preoccupation with pain, magnification of the negative effects of pain, and an inability to inhibit pain-related fears. It is a strong predictor of poor response to treatment. Catastrophizing is an accepted and standard term, but we feel this word carries a potential for derogatory and non-compassionate judgment of the patient.

Sleep
Sleep quality influences pain and central sensitization, and poor sleep adversely affects both domains. Sleep deprivation promotes hyperalgesia and anxiety.

Comorbid chronic pain
Almost half of women with vulvodynia report one or more other chronic pain conditions. Pain begets pain, and the presence of one chronic pain condition is a well-established predictor for onset of a new pain condition. Mounting evidence demonstrates genetic vulnerability, with significant rates of overlap among a cluster of prevalent pain conditions that predominantly affect women. These have been termed chronic overlapping pain conditions (COPCs). These conditions include vulvodynia, temporomandibular disorders, myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome, irritable bowel syndrome, interstitial cystitis/painful bladder syndrome, fibromyalgia, endometriosis, chronic tension-type and migraine headache and chronic low back pain. It is proposed that these conditions share altered neural, immune and endocrine mechanisms that result in sensory processing dysfunction and pain. A common feature in patients with chronic pain is enhanced pain sensitivity distant to the primary pain site, and this has been demonstrated in PVD. Another shared feature is that pain is exacerbated by stress. In addition to the symptom of pain, many people experience fatigue, sleep impairment, problems with cognition, physical dysfunction and disturbance in affect. These associated symptoms, attributed to central sensitization, are present to a greater or lesser extent depending on severity and number of chronic pain conditions.

Peripheral factors
Vulvar vestibule
The vulvar vestibule is immunologically unique and exhibits an enhanced immune-inflammatory responsiveness that may predispose to PVD. The role of vulvovaginal candidiasis in PVD pathogenesis has long been suspected. Increased prevalence is observed in women with PVD. There is mounting evidence of an exaggerated local immune response to candida in women with PVD, and it has been proposed that this heightened immuno-inflammatory response may trigger peripheral sensitization.

Pelvic floor (PF) muscle overactivity
PF muscle overactivity may play a role in initiating or perpetuating, or be a consequence of vulvar pain. An overactive PF is a hallmark sign of vulvodynia. The pathophysiology is not confirmed and is likely multifactorial. Several mechanisms have been suggested. Psycho-emotional distress alone can induce increased muscle activity, and the PF has been shown to be highly sensitive to emotional distress. PF guarding can occur in response to actual (eg, candidiasis) or perceived vulvar tissue damage. At first this response can be regarded as adaptive but over time it becomes maladaptive. It is suggested that sustained muscle contraction triggers an inflammatory response due to motor end plate damage leading to dorsal horn sensitization.

Inflammation of local vulvar mucosa may sensitize nearby muscle nociceptors causing PF contraction; conversely,
an overactive PF may lead to mucosal sensitization via convergence at the dorsal horn, and a vicious cycle can ensue. Convergence is variably implicated in the complex relationship between vulvar pain, the CNS, the pelvic viscera and internal and external muscles of the pelvis. This convergence, ordinarily a useful cross talk between organs, can lead to pain being referred to muscles from painful visceral conditions or deep somatic structures.

**Hormonal factors**

Hormonal factors may be implicated in pain initiation, but this relationship is not clear. Estrogen reduces activation of µ-opioid receptors in response to pain and has an anti-dopamine effect, and this may play a role. There is conflicting evidence about the role of combined hormonal contraception (the pill) in vulvodynia, with some research showing increased vulvodynia in pill users, and other research showing no increase. The pill is often prescribed for dysmenorrhea, and this may act as a confounder as dysmenorrhea (specifically endometriosis) is associated with vulvodynia. The literature pertaining to putative explanations for increased pain with pill use are summarized by Lev-Sagie and Witkin.

**Diagnosis and assessment**

PVD is a clinical diagnosis based on a history of pain localized to the vaginal entrance, provoked by touch or sexual activity. Examination typically shows a normal-looking vulva that is tender with gentle Q-Tip pressure over the inner vestibule adjacent to the hymenal ring (Figure 1). Pain mapping is best started at a non-tender site away from the painful area. In PVD tenderness may extend around the introitus or be localized to the posterior edge between 5 and 7 o’clock. While important in assessment, the authors caution against unnecessary repeat Q-Tip testing as this can result in an unhelpful hypervigilance to vestibular sensitization.

There can be localized erythema at the maximal points of introital sensitivity which is a nonspecific finding related to pain. The PF muscles are typically tense and tender with gentle palpation. Speculum examination can cause significant pain and should be avoided if possible. There are no specific diagnostic tests. Any investigation should be directed at confirming or excluding other pathologies, such as candidiasis, painful dermatoses or rarely pudendal neuralgia. PVD can be concurrent with these vulvar disorders, which will need co-treatment. Any local inflammatory skin condition can cause inflammatory pain. Of specific importance is the diagnosis of recurrent/chronic vulvovaginal candidiasis (RVVC) as this is implicated in peripheral sensitization and PVD. Diagnosis can be tricky as there are often few signs, and cultures can be negative with recent antifungal use.

Clinical history should search for any contributing factors and vulnerabilities such as comorbid chronic pain, chronic stressors (anxiety, depression, past trauma and PTSD) and sleep impairment. Detailed trauma history is beyond the scope of this article, and we recommend referral if significant trauma is suspected. Many people who have experienced trauma, especially recurrently in childhood, may unconsciously downplay their experience, or find it difficult to discuss past experiences without being re-traumatized.

With examination, we recommend using a mirror, and this has several therapeutic purposes. Firstly, many women are unaware of their vulvar anatomy and have not looked at their vulva closely, if at all. Secondly, chronic pain can be difficult to localize, and it is often informative for a woman to see where her pain is. Thirdly, demonstrating that pain is elicited with light touch, and that the painful skin looks normal, illustrates that pain is due to neural sensitization and not damage. Finally, she can be shown where to apply topical treatments for maximal effect, for example, local anesthetic applied deep into the introital sulcus between the hymenal ring and inner vestibule. This can be demonstrated during examination. The clinician can teach women techniques using their own finger to learn PF relaxation (down training) and to begin desensitization as a prelude to physiotherapy.

It should be noted that sometimes vulvar pain is of such severity, or fear of examination so overwhelming, that examination is not possible on a first visit. It is important that women give genuine informed consent to examination and feel empowered to stop the examination at any point.
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncomplicated PVD</th>
<th>Complicated PVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-duration PVD</td>
<td>Longer-duration PVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milder pain severity</td>
<td>Greater pain severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–1 comorbid pain condition</td>
<td>Two or more comorbid pain conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None or mild current depression and/or anxiety, good social supports</td>
<td>Significant comorbid psychological or emotional factors – anxiety, depression, PTSD, fear–avoidance, catastrophizing, poor social supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No trauma history</td>
<td>Past or present trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well-controlled candidiasis</td>
<td>Painful dermatoses (eg, lichen planus or plasma cell vulvitis) or refractory candidiasis not responding to treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good sleep</td>
<td>Poor sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predominantly overactive PF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PVD, provoked vestibulodynia; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; PF, pelvic floor.

PVD clinical subtypes

History and examination can reveal patterns or broad subtypes of PVD that can help inform management. We propose a clinical triage tool (Table 1) that categorizes PVD into uncomplicated or complicated subtypes.

A simpler algorithm we suggest for grouping PVD into broad subtypes is:
1. predominantly overactive PF;
2. predominantly peripheral inflammatory mechanisms (eg, chronic candidiasis);
3. significant psychosocial and emotional factors (see Table 1);
4. painful comorbidities (COPCs) suggestive of genetic vulnerability.

Subtypes 1 and 2 are often uncomplicated forms of PVD where peripheral sensitization is predominant and can usually be managed in primary care, including physiotherapy. Subtypes 3 and 4 suggest complicated PVD and often require specialist assessment; however, tertiary referral may not be required if there is a multidisciplinary network of clinicians in the community who are experienced in managing PVD (such as psychologists, physiotherapists and pain physicians).

Management

The aim of treatment is to reduce pain, and improve quality of life and sexual function. No single treatment is effective for all women. There is good evidence that multidisciplinary management is effective. Current treatment guidelines for PVD recommend individualized and multidisciplinary care that includes physical, psychological and pharmacological therapies. Studies that inform PVD treatment guidelines are often small with limited statistical power, and have different methodologies that include heterogeneous groups, making generalizability difficult. PVD subtypes are rarely considered. Despite these limitations, most women do improve with treatment, and many become pain-free. However, treatment goals need to be realistic from the outset as response to treatment can be slow, particularly for women with complicated PVD.

General measures

Good genital skin care should be recommended for all women (some websites for information are given in the “Resources” section). The basic advice is to avoid irritants and improve moisture. We recommend women to temporarily stop sexual activity if it is causing distressing pain and look at non-painful intimacy. Good lubrication with sexual activity is important as friction can increase discomfort, but one should be mindful that some lubricants can irritate. Concurrent inflammatory skin conditions, particularly vulvovaginal candidiasis, need to be managed as this may result in substantial, if not complete, reversal of pain. A trial of suppressive antifungal therapy is worthwhile if there is any suggestion of RVVC on history. Oral treatment is preferable as prolonged topical antifungal therapy may irritate.

It is important to counsel women that pain can flare with stress, but to also consider recurrent or new peripheral nociceptive contributors to pain. These include dermatitis, candidiasis, sexually transmitted infections and urinary tract infections. It is important to review women when they have a flare of pain that does not settle.

Education

Increasing a woman’s belief that she can influence her pain is a key to successful management, and has been shown to reduce pain intensity. There is compelling evidence for neuroscience education in reducing pain, disability, anxiety and stress. Education reduces sexual and psychological distress. Consistent empathic interaction and continuing tailored education about pain neurobiology promote lasting self-efficacy as well as maximal placebo response. Education needs to be tailored and at a level the woman can comprehend, as it is often an extreme paradigm shift that can be rejected. To have a name for the pain, to know that PVD is common and that with treatment most women can expect significant improvement may provide enormous relief and reduce pain-related anxiety, and pain itself. Explaining how pain can occur in the absence of peripheral pathology (such as cancer, infection or trauma) and why certain treatments might work sets the stage for improved therapeutic response.
The aim is for the woman to understand, rather than just cope, so she can transition to being a less fearful, more informed self-manager of her pain.

**Placebo effect**

It is appropriate to discuss placebo effects in any management plan for chronic pain. With all treatment interventions, there is an element of placebo, particularly with pain and mood disorders, and this should be viewed positively. There is good evidence for why placebo works, especially in pain and behavioral studies. Placebo effects rely on complex neurobiological mechanisms involving neurotransmitters (eg, endorphins and dopamine) and activation of specific areas of the brain involved in emotion and evaluation (ie, the same areas activated in chronic pain). Placebo has been shown to work when trial participants are fully informed on the nature of placebo. Importantly, placebo effect is enhanced when the clinician adopts an emotionally warm and empathic style.

Placebo can be viewed as an adjunctive intervention in the treatment of PVD. Explaining the rationale of why a treatment might work introduces positive expectation (ie, placebo), and this expectation can be enhanced by the communication style of the clinician. In effect, the clinician becomes a therapeutic agent in the way they relate to patients in connection with providing effective treatment interventions. Empathy has been shown to activate the same brain regions as activated in chronic pain and placebo. Nocebo (the opposite of placebo) is of concern in the management of PVD where there is clinician uncertainty regarding diagnosis and management. Messages of uncertainty can potentially induce nocebo hyperalgiesia.

**Topical treatments**

The simplest intervention is topical therapy. Lidocaine is the most commonly used. Some authors do not recommend continued use due to lack of evidence, but when used on an as-needs basis (ie, before sex), some women experience significant improvement. In our clinical experience, many women who use topical lidocaine prior to sexual activity have less provoked pain, and sometimes, sex is pain-free. It can also assist with physiotherapy in very sensitized women. Lidocaine 2%–5% gel or ointment can be applied 10–20 minutes before sex or physiotherapy. Women should be warned that it may sting briefly and treatment should be stopped if irritating. We advise women to wipe off any excess before sexual activity as it may numb the partner.

Various neuromodulating medications, such as amitriptyline, gabapentin or baclofen, can be used topically, but evidence of benefit is limited and this approach is not recommended as first-line therapy. They are compounded in a neutral base in various strengths (usually 2%–5%) and applied in various regimens (usually at night or twice daily) to the vestibule. Topical application has the added benefit of promoting self-touch, massage and desensitization. It may act as the therapeutic ritual to promote placebo effect. Again, treatment should be stopped if irritating.

Topical capsaicin is under investigation but not yet recommended for treatment of PVD as evidence is limited and side effects are significant. Topical cromolyn cream (a mast cell stabilizer) is also being investigated, but again, evidence of benefit is limited. Palmitylolethanolamide, an endogenous anti-inflammatory compound, is showing some promise as a topical and systemic agent, but larger trials are needed.

**Physiotherapy**

PF physiotherapy has Grade B recommendation in managing vulvodynia and is effective and recommended as part of a multidisciplinary approach. The physiotherapist makes treatment decisions considering the complexity of PVD and comorbid pain conditions. Treatment is multimodal depending on perpetuating factors that may upregulate pain, including factors beyond PF muscle overactivity (Table 2).

The PF forms part of an integrated neuromuscular system with functions including mechanical support, mobility, reproduction, respiration, evacuation as well as sexual function. Specialist skills are required in pelvic and general physiotherapy as well as chronic pain management. Treatment considers related systems and central pain mechanisms. A biopsychosocial and contextual physiotherapy approach includes education, pain management and safe and graded functional rehabilitation for women (Table 3).

With regular contact, the physiotherapist is in a privileged and valuable position to develop trust and rapport.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Potential contributing factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altered biomechanics (gait, posture, core, respiration, prolapse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscular response to stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladaptive guarding to pain (especially abdominals and intra-/extra-pelvic muscles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor sports training techniques/overtraining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of overactivation (eg, elite sports, intense childhood regimes such as ballet/gym)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant abdominal activation to appear slimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury or dysfunction (current or previous): spinal, hip, pelvic, lower limbs, obstetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical: repeated sensitizing events, persistent postoperation muscle guarding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attempting core exercises when overactivity is already present
Table 3 Physiotherapy treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Pelvic floor rehabilitation, posture and breathing techniques, bladder and bowel training, voiding and defecation dynamics, good bladder and bowel habits, lifestyle/behavior modifications, treatment of musculoskeletal dysfunction, stress reduction strategies, vulvar skin care, adjunctive therapies, self-management of pain flares, guided exercise and reconditioning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The physiotherapist may be the first person to whom fear and abuse are revealed, equally, the work associated with physiotherapy may trigger memories of trauma. The physiotherapist needs to have strategies to manage these events should they occur, and referral networks for counseling.

PF overactivity contributes to PVD. Physiotherapy, whilst widely accepted as an effective treatment intervention for PVD, requires larger randomized trials to determine efficacy of specific modalities. There is evidence of improved sexual function and reduced pain with intercourse with PF therapy. PF therapy aims to increase awareness and proprioception, normalize tone, improve muscle discrimination and reduce fear of penetration. Combinations of manual therapy techniques for the PF may be used including awareness training, down training, stretching and myofascial release. Down training involves teaching reduced maladaptive resting and dynamic overactivity to learn a new optimal resting state. Strategies should include retraining in functional tasks. Debate remains over the physiological effect of myofascial techniques, but trigger-point therapies and Thiele massage for PF overactivity are described in the literature. It should be noted that vulvar pain can be very distressing, and myofascial techniques should be applied in a manner that is well tolerated. The aim is to reduce overactivity and desensitize the CNS. Adjunctive therapies may be employed including transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), electromyographic (EMG) biofeedback and dilators. Topical lidocaine may be a valuable adjunct to help override a vaginismus response.

If suitable to the couple, the partner can be involved in the treatment at home, but one should be mindful that this can medicalize their intimacy. Also, some women may fear that involving partners in physical treatment may lead toward unintentional sexual arousal of the partner. Safe boundaries need to be agreed upon beforehand.

Psychological therapies

We encourage all women to look at self-management strategies to reduce anxiety and stress. This includes relaxation, mindfulness and meditation. Good refreshing sleep is important in addressing chronic pain. Identification of significant mood disorders, chronic stress, unhelpful pain cognitions and catastrophizing are a priority in management and require intervention, and referral if necessary.

Psychological interventions for vulvodynia are effective and recommended as a treatment modality. Many psychological approaches are available. Both cognitive behavioral and supportive therapies result in improvements in depression, anxiety, sexual function and pain. Women who experience fear and pain avoidance can dissociate from their body sensations with sexual arousal, especially in the presence of PTSD, and may respond to mindfulness-based therapy. Psychotherapy that promotes acceptance of the pain and a reduced sense of injustice “why me” has been shown to improve sexual function.

Sexual and relationship counseling

Encouraging the partner to attend one or more sessions, and educating the partner about pain neurobiology, is often helpful for both the woman and the partner. A combined consultation can provide a safe place for them to discuss the effect of pain on their sexual intimacy and relationship. If penetrative sex is too painful, an exploration of intimacy that is not painful can be discussed with the couple. As discussed above, the partner can be involved in hands on PF work and desensitization. If there are significant relationship difficulties, or sexual problems that seem beyond the effect of pain, one should consider referral for more in-depth counseling.

PVD is not necessarily associated with general relationship difficulties, and pain intensity does not always predict sexual satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Improving pain does not always improve sexual function. Good intimacy predicts continuing sexual activity despite pain and poor sexual satisfaction.

Oral treatments

Recent comprehensive vulvodynia management guidelines comment on the paucity of controlled trials in vulvodynia that limit conclusions about the effectiveness of oral neuromodulating agents. International reviews of neuropathic pain pharmacotherapy indicate there are problems interpreting trial results; however, they conclude there is modest efficacy and large placebo responses. Anticonvulsant therapies (including gabapentinoids), tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs)
and selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (including duloxetine and venlafaxine) are considered first line in the treatment of chronic pain, but not in vulvodynia as evidence of benefit is lacking. If used, it is important to discuss that in the setting of chronic pain, these medications are used as pain neuromodulators and not as anticonvulsants or antidepressants. They are usually prescribed in lower dose than would be used for epilepsy or mood disorders. In general, TCAs cannot be combined with selective serotonin uptake inhibitors owing to the risk of serotonin syndrome, but can be combined with gabapentinoids.

Surgery
There is fair evidence for vestibulectomy in improving pain and sexual function in women with PVD. It is usually considered after other treatments have failed. The evidence is limited due to methodological factors including lack of controls, varying surgical procedures and lack of data on longer-term outcome. One study that did look at longer-term outcomes concluded that women with severe vestibulitis who have not responded to conservative management may benefit from vestibulectomy, but noted no difference in sexual outcomes with surgery. Further robust studies using controls are required.

EMG biofeedback
EMG surface or internal biofeedback is widely used for managing PVD to provide feedback and facilitate PF relaxation. Several studies report decreased pain with intercourse. There is mixed evidence for its value in PVD, but care in its utilization is recommended as tolerability of an insertable probe must be considered in the patient with a sensitized vulva. The evidence shows poor compliance with home use.

Dilators (trainers)
Dilators (trainers) are widely used in managing PVD, although evidence is limited. A small study used a prescriptive program using trainers in vestibulodynia and found improved scores on the Marinoff Dyspareunia Scale and Female Sexual Function Index. The authors agree with Rosenbaum that their application should be clinically supported and contextual. Trainers are rarely used in PVD to gain capacity through stretch. Rather, drawing on broader graded exposure principles, we propose they can be used in a functional sense to:

- provide a stimulus that does not elicit pain, providing an opportunity to learn a new way to respond (without fear or guarding);
- provide proprioceptive feedback to learn to override protective muscle guarding;
- achieve improved sensory tolerance (with graded exposure) to the temporal and/or mechanical contributions to penetration pain;
- uncouple a conditioned response (pain and penetration) with painless graded exposure. We find topical lidocaine is a helpful adjunct in this process.

Women can use their own fingers if preferred to dilators for home therapy.

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation
There are small studies showing improvement in pain and sexual function in women with vulvodynia using TENS, but the literature regarding TENS as a treatment modality in vulvodynia is limited and further studies are needed.

Emerging modalities
There are treatment modalities with growing interest but limited evidence, including hypnotherapy and acupuncture. Small studies show positive but limited outcome improvements with acupuncture for PVD. There is early work looking at deep brain stimulation, spinal cord stimulators, transcranial magnetic stimulation, somatosensory psychotherapy, mind–body therapies (including yoga and tai chi) and Botulinum Toxin A, but with no long-term trials in PVD. The last has emerging evidence in recalcitrant pelvic pain.

Summary
- PVD is a common but underdiagnosed chronic pain condition that affects women of all ages.
- Pathophysiology is complex and likely multifactorial.
- An individualized and multidisciplinary approach to management is recommended.
- The patient–clinician relationship is an important aspect of care, and clinician empathy promotes improved outcomes.
- There is good evidence that pain education is an effective intervention.
- Various treatment options are available for PVD, the main ones being physiotherapy, psychological interventions, topical and/or oral pain-modulating medication and surgery.
- Physical and psychological therapies have the best evidence for improved outcome and are recommended as first-line treatment options.
- Surgery is also recommended but is usually reserved for women who have not responded to other treatments.
All interventions include elements of placebo, and this can be used to advantage.

The outlook is generally positive whatever treatment is used.

Resources

Useful websites

- National Vulvodynia Association: https://www.nva.org/ (comprehensive information, learning tools, resources, research updates on vulvodynia).
- Vulvovaginal disorders: http://vulvovaginaldisorders.com/ (comprehensive resources, patient handouts).

Pain education resources

- 10 things you (and your health care provider) should know about vulvodynia, vestibulodynia, pain and your brain (http://pelvichealthsolutions.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Mind-Body-Fact-Sheet-APascale-Jan-2014.pdf).
- Understanding pain in 5 minutes or less (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KrUL8tOaQs).
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